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Nonlinear excitations - Solitary waves (SWs)

• SWs occur in abundance in Nature, in various physical contexts

• are localized coherent structures, bearing remarkable properties:
preserve their shape (stationary profile), are robust, i.e. persist against
perturbations and collisions with one another, ...

• represent localized lumps of energy, whose manifestation may be
constructive (e.g. signal transmission) or destructive (tsunami)

• bear various generic forms and names: pulses, kinks, holes, shocks,
double layers or potential dips (in plasmas), ...

• may either be non-periodic forms (e.g., pulses) or may possess a
quasi-periodic internal structure (e.g., oscillons, envelope pulses,
breathers)



Solitary waves crossing on a beach



Ocean solitons east of the Strait of Gibraltar



Internal solitons in the Andaman sea (1)



Internal solitons in the Andaman sea (2)



Solitary clouds west of Africa



Laser plasma experiments on electrostatic waves



Laser plasma experiments on electrostatic waves (2)

(courtesy of L Romagnani & M Borghesi, Queen’s University Belfast, UK)



Electron-holes observed via proton imaging diagnostics



Non-thermality generated by the counterstreaming electrons 
of the rarefied medium. 
Suppression of Weibel instability electrostatic plasma evolution

Clear difference from expansion into vacuum!

Non-Maxwellian behaviour of the electron 
density distribution of a plasma expanding
into a rarefied medium has been seen in PIC sims

(a) Phase space of the expanding electrons.
(b) Electron distribution function normalised to

a Maxwellian with same density and temperature.  

(a) (b) Self-generated
B field

Electrostratic
field distribution
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ESWs in Space? It all started with the Northern Lights… 



Double Layers in Space observations – history…

• Mozer et al [PRL 1977] were the first to provide an interpretation of S3-3 
satellite data in the aurora as double layers (DLs):  
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DLs vs Electrostatic Shocks & Solitary Waves  
• Inspired by Mozer et al [PRL 1977], Witt and Lotko [Phys. Fluids, 1978] 

modelled pulse-shaped observations as paired ion-acoustic shocks:  
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Electrostatic Solitary Waves (ESWs) – history…
• ESWs –to be distinguished from DLs-were first observed in the auroral region 

in 1982 [Temerin et al, PRL 1982], using satellite S3-3 data…
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ESWs: a common occurrence in Space plasma 
observations

• ESWs occur in abundance as magnetic-field aligned bipolar electric field 
structures (among other forms), observed in abundance in satellite data (Cluster, 
FAST, …) 

• Solitary waves: potential pulses, solitons, double layers, flat-topped pulses, …

Figures from: Pickett et al Ann. Geophys. (2004) (L, Cluster), Ergun et al, PPCF (1999) (R, FAST)
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ESWs near Saturn (Enceladus) - Cassini mission 
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Source: JS Pickett et al, JGR Space Physics 120 (8), 6569 (2015)



FAST satellite observations of large solitary spikes in the
Earth’s auroral region



FAST auroral observations (2)



Electrostatic potential and electric field bipolar structures (1)



ES potential and E-field: bipolar vs monopolar structures (2)



Solitary waves require a balance between:
– Dispersion, manifested via:

• wave spreading in Fourier space: different modes (k) travel at different
speeds:

(Source: http://www.scholarpedia.org)

• Chromatic dispersion effect in Optics (rainbow!)

• Curvature in the dispersion curve ω = ω(k), in solid state physics.

• The phase speed vph = ω
k = f(k) is a function of the wavenumber k.



... and Nonlinearity , manifested as:

• Amplitude-dependence of the phase speed: larger amplitudes travel faster!

• This results in wave steepening, and eventually wave-breaking:

... a physical phenomenon well-know to seafarers (or surfers):



Further traces of nonlinearity include:

• Secondary harmonic generation.

• No superposition principle: different normal (Fourier) modes do not sum up.

• Sidebands appear in the Fourier spectrum.

• Energy localization (to be discussed later).



Korteweg de Vries (KdV) theory for electrostatic waves

Taniuti and Wei [J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 24, 941 (1968)] propose their reductive perturbation
technique, for long-wavelength ES acoustic modes in plasmas.

We review the basic qualitative aspects of this technique below.

• Dispersion relation (acoustic mode):

ω ' vphk +Ak3 + . . . ,

(where A is to be determined, for a given plasma composition), thus

kx− ωt ' k(x− vpht)−Ak3t+ ... .

• Appropriate space/time stretching

ξ = ε1/2(x− V t) , τ = ε3/2t (V ∈ <)

• n ' n0 + εn1 + ε2n2 + ...; u ' εu1 + ε2u2 + ...; φ ' εφ1 + εφ2 + ...



Plasma fluid toy-model for electrostatic waves (1D)
Continuity (for plasma species s, e.g. ions):

∂ns
∂t

+
∂φ

∂x
(ns us) = 0

Mean velocity us equation:

∂us
∂t

+ us
∂us
∂x

= − qs
ms

∂φ

∂x

The potential Φ obeys Poisson’s eq.:
∂2φ

∂x2
= −4π

∑
s

qs ns = 4π e (ne − Zi ni + ...)

– At a given dynamical scale for species s (= e, i, d, i.e. electrons, ions, dust,
...), the state of other species may be prescribed by simplifying assumptions;

– Typical paradigm: for ion-acoustic waves (s = i), ions are inertial, so
electrons are assumed at equilibrium (e.g. Maxwellian: ne ∼ eeφ/kBTe).



• The method is rather tedious yet straigfhtforward; details are omitted here.

• Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation:

∂ψ

∂τ
+Aψ

∂ψ

∂ξ
+B

∂3ψ

∂ξ3
= 0 .

? ψ = φ1 denotes a small (∼ ε� 1) correction to the electric potential,

? Constraint: V = cs → propagation at (or slightly above) the sound
speed.

? The coefficients A and B incorporate the physics of the particular
problem considered, as they contain the dependence on relevant plasma
parameters (lengthy expressions omitted here).

? The dispersion coefficient B is positive;

? The nonlinearity coefficient A determines the soliton polarity,
i.e., the sign (positive/negative) of the soliton pulse (→ next slide).



• The soliton solution of the KdV equation above reads:

ψ = ψ0 sech2

(
ξ − Uτ
L

)
which represents a propagating pulse.

Here:

? U is the soliton velocity increment (total soliton speed = cs + εU )

? ψ0 = 3U
A is the maximum soliton amplitude, and

? L = 2
√
B/U is the soliton width.

• Width-amplitude relation: ψ0L
2 = 12B/A = constant , thus faster solitons

are taller and narrower :





Solution in terms of φ + ambipolar field E = −∇φ and fluid variables n, u



Mind the gap...

Restricted validity: The KdV theory obeys certain constraints & limitations

• It is a small-amplitude theory: not suitable for strong excitations (off
equilibrium);

• Solutions are weakly super-acoustic;

• The methodology only works for acoustic-type modes (frequency = zero for
infinite wavelength); optical modes (or e.g. Langmuir waves in plasmas) are
not covered!



Electrostatic solitary waves 
A “toy-model”: cold ion fluid + kappa-distributed electrons
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ee nnS/thermal electrons:

[Work in collaboration with: NS Saini, S Sultana, T Baluku, M Hellberg]



Linear regime: modified linear dispersion relation

Blue:   =∞ (Maxwellian)
Green: =4
Red:    =2.6
Black: =2
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-modified Debye screening:
Shorter Debye length for small  ! 

(*) [Agreement with Bryant JPP (1996), Mace & Hellberg (PoP 1995)] 



Pseudopotential formalism for ion-acoustic travelling waves
[Vedenov & Sagdeev 1961, Sagdeev 1966, Verheest & Hellberg 2009 (review)]

• stationary frame, single travelling coordinate

* reduction of the fluid model PDEs in {x, t} to an ODE in   

* pseudo-energy-balance equation (for e-i plasma): 

* solution obtained (numerically) for the electric potential 

* density and fluid velocity given by







The generic solitary wave (pulse) solution bears the form:

Slower “supersonic” (but no 
subsonic!) solitons

for smaller kappa values:

M2: infinite compression point 
(choked flow)

M1: -dependent “sound speed”

Known 
asymptotic 
limit 1.58

for 
infinite 
i.e. for 

Maxwellian
electrons

potential pulse amplitude = root of V

[* From: NS Saini, I Kourakis and M Hellberg, PoP 16, 062903 (2009) ]
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[* From: NS Saini, I Kourakis and M Hellberg, PoP 16, 062903 (2009) ]
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[* From: NS Saini, I Kourakis and M Hellberg, PoP 16, 062903 (2009) ]



[* From: NS Saini, I Kourakis and M Hellberg, PoP 16, 062903 (2009) ]



[* From: NS Saini, I Kourakis and M Hellberg, PoP 16, 062903 (2009) ]



[* From: NS Saini, I Kourakis and M Hellberg, PoP 16, 062903 (2009) ]



Supersolitons in Space plasma observations?

• ESWs occur in abundance as magnetic-field aligned bipolar electric field 
structures (among other forms), observed in abundance in satellite data (Cluster, 
FAST, …) 

• Solitary waves: potential pulses, solitons, double layers, flat-topped pulses, …

Figures from: Pickett et al Ann. Geophys. (2004) (L, Cluster), Ergun et al, PPCF (1999) (R, FAST)

Yannis Kourakis, Waves in non‐Maxwellian plasmas 12



One-Dimensional Fluid Code

4th order finite difference scheme

Spatial derivative Spatial derivative 4th order finite difference scheme

Time derivative Leap-frog method 

Fh represent a physical quantity defined at grid “h”

Dx  Grid Spacing

Here,  Dt  Time step

¶Fh

¶x
=
8 Fh+1 -Fh-1( )-Fh+2 +Fh-2

12Dx
O(Dx)4

¶n

¶t
= f ,

n( j +1, i)- n( j, i)

Dt
= f j +1/ 2, i( ) O(Dt)2

Kakad, Omura & Kakad et al PoP, 2013

Plasma Model
(Fluid ions, cold & hot kappa distributed electrons)

Successive Over Relaxation method best for 

simulating plasma with kappa distributions

Lotekar, Kakad, Kakad et al, CNSNS, 2019



Evolution of Supersolitons through density perturbation

First-ever model 

simulation of the new 

subclass of solitons 

“Supersolitons” in 

plasma

Kakad+Lotekar+ Kakad,  

Physics of Plasmas, 2016
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(a) (b)

w-k diagram during time = 0–200 from the simulation

Simulation vs Theory

Supersolitons: Characteristics 

(a) potential (f) and (b) electric field (En) profiles of IA 

supersoliton from simulation and theory

Dispersion Characteristics

Kakad + Lotekar + Kakad,  

Physics of Plasmas, 2016



Collision of Supersolitons with Regular Soliton Lotekar+Kakad+Kakad,  

Physics of Plasmas, 2016
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SSW and RSW before & after collision

Lotekar+Kakad+Kakad,  

Physics of Plasmas, 2019



Vlasov equation:

Poisson equation :
𝜕 𝜑
𝜕𝑥

𝑒


𝑛 𝑛

In which 𝑓 is the distribution function, E and B represent the electric and magnetic field. 
Number densities:

𝑛 𝑛 , 𝑓 dv
,

in which i and e denote electron and ions respectively.

Method:  Fully kinetic simulation approach based on the Vlasov‐Poisson system:

Phase space holes in kinetic simulations

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥 𝑣

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑥

𝑞
𝑚 𝐸

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝑣 0



• Method:

• Fully kinetic simulation approach based on Vlasov-Poisson equation

• Findings:

• 1. Electron holes accompanying solitons show strong resilience against mutual collisions.

• 2. In kinetic simulation is revealed that the internal structure of the electron hole changes after each collision 
without any traceable impact on the fluid-level characteristics such as density or its electrostatic feature such as 
electric field or potential

Source: SM Jenab Hosseini and F. Spanier, Fully kinetic simulation study of ion-acoustic solitons in the presence of 

trapped electrons, Physical Review E 95 5 053201 (2017).

Electron Holes in the kinetic framework
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“Elin” Distribution Function for ultrafast electron holes

 Powerful simulation framework to study kinetic effects of 

hole and solitons

 The Elin df is proposed by generalizing the original Schamel

df in a recursive manner.

 Adopting the Elin df, nonlinear solutions obtained by kinetic 

simulations with velocities twice the electron thermal speed 

coined as “Ultrafast electron holes”

Source: SM Jenab Hosseini, G. Brodin, J. Juno & I. Kourakis, Ultrafast electron holes in plasma phase space 

dynamics, Scientific Reports, 11 (1), 1-9 (2021).

Overtalking collision of two ultrafast electron hole in the phase space

Comparison of Elin DF with Maxwellian 

and Schamel DF
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Additional slides for plasma and simulation parameters



Plasma and Simulation Parameters for generation of supersoliton (slides 2&3)

Initial Perturbation Form: Gaussian Potential

Simulation Parameters: Dn = 1.9 ni0 and l0= 10kdhe ,Grid spacing: Dx = 0.2 kdhe, 

time interval: Dt = 0.1wpi
-1, and system length: Lx = 40000 kdhe. 

�� = ��� + �� �	
 −
	 − 	�

�

�

Here, Dn is the amplitude of the perturbation, x is the position on the x-axis, xc is the center of 

the system, and l0 controls the width of the perturbation.

Plasma Parameters: f = 0.055,  = 0.12, ce = 10, and he = 10 

(Verheest, Hellberg & Kourakis PoP 2013)

The flow velocities of the plasma species at t = 0 are assumed to be zero



Plasma Parameters: f = 0.055,  = 0.12, ce = 10, and he = 10 

(Verheest, Hellberg & Kourakis PoP 2013)

Flow velocities of plasma species at t = 0 are assumed to be zero

Plasma and Simulation Parameters: Head-on collision of supersoliton

with regular soliton

Perturbation used: In both densities and 

in ion velocity




